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in Paris and in
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1859 moved to
one of its bridges, this small, concentrated
London where
exhibition about Whistler’s obsession with
his half-sister
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lived with her
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at the Imperial Academy of Fine Arts, and
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after the death of his father, the family was
he observed and recorded life on the
The very fine etchings in the first room of
back in Connecticut where, after being a
this exhibition show the hustle and bustle
river in all its moods and details. His fine
failure at the military academy in West Point,
of the Thames as a working river in all
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dreamlike ‘nocturnes’ are his best known
its detail, and
river paintings:
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experience the
‘By using the word “nocturne”,’ he said
sounds
and
‘I wished to indicate an artistic interest
smells of this
alone, divesting the picture of any outside
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anecdotal interest which might have been
working area.
otherwise attached to it.’
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everything and
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recorded the
loaned by the Tate for this exhibition.
smallest details.
His later paintings were much influenced
However,
he
by Japanese art, which became very
soon
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detailed work to
Battersea Bridge paintings are examples of
a much freer and
this influence. Of the lesser-known works
impressionistic
I particularly liked two small watercolours
style of painting.
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